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ABSTRACT
NLPR has been with long efforts on Mandarin speech
recognition. This paper reports our recent process in this field
with several significant novel characteristics: 1) Very large
speech databases are used to learn more robust acoustic model;
2) Acoustic model has evolved from non-tonal class-triphone to
tonal class-triphone based on tone-embedded decision tree,
namely unified tone & triphone modeling. The experimental
results for large test databases show 1) hybrid databases are
helpful for performance improvement; 2) tone information is
very useful and could contribute 20% character error reduction
for high quality “863” database; and 3) one-pass decoder is an
more efficient framework than multi-pass decoder, especially
when LM and AM are accurate.

1. INTRODUCTION
Mandarin is the official standard of spoken Chinese with the
most speaker population in the world. So it has received the most
research and commercial interests with the development of the
information technology in recent years.
NLPR has been with long efforts on Mandarin speech
recognition, from isolated-character, connected-word to
speaker-independent large vocabulary continuous speech
recognition (LVCSR) [8][11]. Our in-depth research focuses on
the acoustic modeling, speaker adaptation technique, language
modeling, and search strategy. We have developed Baum-Welch
algorithm and Viterbi algorithm to train uniphone, diphone, and
decision tree based triphone models [7][9][10]. To improve the
system performance, various HMM-based speaker adaptation
techniques have been available for Mandarin LVCSR at NLPR
[12], such as MAP and MLLR techniques. Many techniques are
investigated to train language model from large corpuses and to
improve its performance, such as cache-based LM and Good-
Turing based LM. In the past, our LVCSR is the multi-pass
decoder. Its advantage is in that it is easy to be optimized in
each pass to obtain the optimal performance. But as more and
more knowledge sources are applied, such as long span
language model or more detailed acoustic modeling, the multi-
pass becomes more complex and less efficient. Furthermore, it
must be careful to organize the sub-space in each pass to reduce
the search error. In the recent years, the one-pass decoder is
becoming more popular as all knowledge sources could be
integrated [1][3][4]. So the search strategy in our LVCSR has
evolved from the multi-pass to the one-pass [8]. Theoretically,
the one-pass should be more knowledgeable and efficient only
when it could be well organized and optimized. It is especially
obvious for Mandarin speech recognition. For example,
compared with the western language speech recognition,
Mandarin LVCSR has to handle the tone information in a proper
way to fully benefit its discriminative ability. In [6], the tones
and base syllables are separately recognized using two different
sets of models. But it is difficult to integrate the two separate
output streams from base syllable and tone recognizers. In our
proposed one-pass decoder, tone information is treated as a
dimension in feature space and integrated with other knowledge

to direct the search together.
This paper reports our recent progresses in this field with
several significant novel characteristics leading to a totally new
version system, namely SinoHear. In the next section, unified
tone & class-triphone modeling is proposed based on the
decision tree. In section 3, SinoHear’s framework is discussed.
In section 4, the experimental results are given based on large
test databases. In the last, some conclusions are made.

2. UNIFIED TONE & CLASS-TRIPHONE
MODELING

At NLPR, acoustic modeling has evolved from INITIAL/
FINAL uniphone model, diphone model to decision tree based
non-tonal and tonal triphone model. In our multi-pass decoder,
diphone models are used, consisting of the right context
dependent INITIAL diphones, the context independent FINAL
uniphones, and silence model. By optimization for many years,
the decoder has got high performance with real time speed
[10][11]. In the recent years, triphones are investigated deeply
for Mandarin speech recognition to model the utterance co-
articulation and to build more accurate models [7][9][11]. In
[7][9], data- and prior knowledge- driven decision tree based
non-tonal class-trihpone modeling is proposed. It can not only
solve data scarcity for training triphones by tying HMM
emitting distributions, but also integrate phonological
knowledge into the process of clustering triphones. 21%
syllable error reduction has been observed comparing class-
trihpones with diphones based on the decoding only with
acoustic modeling. It shows that class-triphones are more
accurate than diphones and the decision tree is an effective
technique to tie triphones.
Since Mandarin is a monosyllable-structured language with four
lexical tones plus one neutral tone, it plays a very important role
in disambiguating the meaning. The analysis to the lexicon
shows that almost 30% words have respective homonyms when
disregarding tones, but the number is tremendously reduced if
tone information is considered. So how to integrate tone
information into acoustic modeling is a significant problem to
be handled. Typically two methods have been proposed to
tackle the problem [6][14]. One is the parallel decoding of the
base syllable and tone, but the problem is how to align the two
separate streams from the two decoders and it is impossible to
segment the speech very accurately in the syllable decoder
without the help of advanced language knowledge. Another is
the total integration, which takes the pitch and its derivatives as
the dimensions of the feature, just like the short-time energy
does, and classifies the acoustic models based on the tone. To
cluster tone based acoustic models, the hard tone modeling and
the soft tone modeling are proposed. For the hard tone modeling,
37 FINALs are expanded to 37*5 tonal FINALs or then
clustering 37*5 tonal FINALs is to reduce the number of tonal
FINALs. But the experiments show it is not ideal due to the
following reasons. Firstly, severe tone co-articulation in
continuous speech exists and some tones (such as tone 2 and
tone 3) may appear completely same in many circumstances
under the continuous stream. Some tones in lots of Mandarin
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speech with some accents can not be clearly distinguished.
Secondly, taking pre-classified tonal FINAL models as the basic
modeling unit will increase the model number significantly,
which requires more training data. And finally, some homonyms
with different tones can be easily discriminated by LM. So the
decision tree based soft tone modeling comes. If the variance of
FINALs with different tones is quite different each other, we
separate them as different models. Otherwise, we look them as
the identical one and classify it further just according to other
context information. The experiments show it can give higher
performance than the hard tone modeling [14].
In this section, we further extend the above works to unified
tonal & class-triphone decoding, and propose tone-embedded
decision tree based class-triphone, called unified tonal class-
triphone modeling. From our prior phonological knowledge, 38-
tone related and 72-phone related questions are designed,
considering the mutual influence between adjacent phones and
tones. The same FINAL with the various tones can be clustered
automatically by data- and prior knowledge- driven, unlike the
hard decision, which divides non-tonal FINAL into some tonal
FINALs manually and previously. So this soft decision is
flexible to discriminate tonal FINALs. Our analysis shows most
of FINALs are first categorized according to the tone-related
questions in the decision tree. In the following, three types of
the tone related questions are illustrated.
Example 1: the tone of base FINAL is tone 2 or 3?
Example 2: the left tone is neutral tone, tone 2 or 3?
Example 3: the right tone is neutral tone, tone 2 or 3?

3. FRAMEWORK OF SINOHEAR
The previous framework is the 3-pass decoder with diphone and
trigram. But when applying cross-word class-triphone into the
strategy, especially integrating tone feature into it, its
shortcomings become obvious. In this section, SihoHear’s
framework based on the one-pass is discussed. It characterizes
the framework as frame synchronous Viterbi search, the (non-
tonal or tonal) class-triphonetic tree representation of the
pronunciation lexicon, trigram-lookahead technique, high
access to LM and dynamical token path extension, and
dynamical memory management. The search is the evolvement
of the token path along the time axis in the search space
constrained by the lexical tree and the context of class-triphone.
So the token path organization is significant.

TOKEN PATH ORGANIZATION
In the frame synchronous Viterbi search, the token paths are
enormous, especially in the beginning phase of the decoding
since being more uncertainty[1]. Generally all token paths are
inserted into a stack. When deciding whether a new token
should be pulled into it, a check operation is executed to find
whether the new token exists. Since the tokens are very large
and it is impossible to keep a different index for each token in
the stack as the limited memory, the check operation must cost
much time as being executed several thousands times at any
frame. To accelerate the operation, the paths could be organized
by the binary search tree or the hash table. In our experiments,
the hash table is much more efficient and faster than the binary
search tree, and the search time has a half reduction compared
with the binary search tree.

DYNAMICAL MEMORY MANAGEMENT

Before a new token path is inserted into the stack, a memory for
it should be allocated. After a token path in the stack is
deactivated after pruning, the memory allocated for it should be
freed. It is a dynamical memory management and can reduce
the memory cost. All tokens are pulled into a large stack, called
token-stack, and each data structure allocated for it is called an
item. Another LIFO (last in first out) based stack is to manage
the free items in the token- stack and can be accessed by its top
pointer. LIFO stack is initialized with all items freed. When
inserting a new token, a free item is got from FIFO stack’s top
pointer and then the pointer is moved to the next. When a token
is deactivated, the FIFO stack’s top pointer is moved to the
previous and the item occupied by the deactivated token is
pulled into the FIFO stack. If token-stack is full and no free
item, the token with the minimal score in the token-stack is
compared with the score of the newly inserted token and only
the better token is kept.

TOKEN EXTENSION

Figure 1 illustrates an example of the class-triphonetic lexical
tree. The first INITIAL class-triphone of all words is unknown
and labeled by its mapping INITIAL uniphone, and the last
FINAL class-triphone by its FINAL uniphone1. Their
corresponding class-triphone is dependent on their left or right
context determined dynamically in the search process.

Figure 1 Class-triphonetic lexical tree

In terms of the point where token path extension occurs, three
types of the extension are in the DP search, namely intra-HMM
extension, inter-HMMs extension in the intra-word, and inter-
HMMs extension in the cross-word.
The intra-HMM extension is only constrained by the HMM
topology, the intra-word inter-HMMs extension constrained by
the lexical tree and the cross-word inter-HMMs extension
constrained by LM. For the inter-HMMs extension, consider all
possible permitted right contexts. Assume a token path is now

in the tree node pn with class-triphone )(rsbl +−  ( l : the left

contexts, b :the base contexts and )(rs : a set consisting of all
possible right contexts)2. All child nodes and their

corresponding base contexts of pn  are denoted by )( pc ns

                                                
1 For non-tonal class-triphonetic tree, the FINAL uniphone is non-tonal and
tone information is not labelled in the tree. But for tonal class-triphonetic
tree, the non-tonal FINAL uniphone is divided into 5 tonal FINALs and the
FINAL uniphone in the tree is tonal FINAL.
2 For non-tonal class-triphones, the contexts refer to the uniphones. But for
tonal class-triphones, the contexts refer to the combination of uniphones and
tones.

First level
root

Class-triphone

FINAL uniphone

INITIAL uniphone

Leaf node



and )( pb ns , respectively. If no constraint of class-triphone

right context, this token can reach all nodes of )( pc ns . But
due to the limitation of the right contexts of the class-triphone,
this token can only be extended to these nodes whose base
contexts match the right contexts of )(rs , denoted

by )}(),()(|{)( pb nsnrsnsnns ∈= Ι

If a token reaches the tree node with INITIAL or FINAL
uniphones, a fan-out operation is done. According to its possible
right contexts, all possible class-triphone models are
dynamically constructed.
If a token has reaches the tree leaves, a following fan-in
operation is executed. According to the constraint of class-
triphone right contexts, this token can reach the first level of
next words and a tree copy occurs.

TRIGRAM LOOK-AHEAD TECHNIQUE

A problem due to the prefix lexical tree is that word identities
are not known until reaching the leaves. Postponing the use of
LM up to the point is disadvantageous as 1) the LM predictive
capability is delayed and weakened, and 2) the DP accumulated
scores is discontinuous at word-ends, both factors affecting the
pruning efficiency and leading to lower speed and more search
errors. To utilize LM as early as possible, LM look-ahead
technique is proposed. With it, LM score can be applied
incrementally, which leads to not only more compact and
efficient pruning, but also higher performance and speed.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The main features of SinoHear can be summarized as follows:
l Feature: 12 dimension MFCC, 1 dimension normalized

energy plus 1 dimension normalized pitch, and their 1 and
2 order derivative MFCC, energy and pitch. The pitch is
extracted through the autocorelation algorithm with the DP
algorithm to smooth it.

l Speech training databases: 116 speakers provided by
Chinese National Hi-Tech Project 863, and 100 speakers
from Beijing, 100 speakers from Shanghai, 50 speakers
from Wuhai and 50 speakers from Chengdu with
multifarious accents, namely TR-863, TR-accent-bj, TR-
accent-sh, TR-accent-wh and TR-accent-cd, respectively.
Detailed description is seen in Table 1.

l Table 2 shows the description to the test speech benchmark
with sufficient accents.

l Acoustic modeling: decision tree based gender dependent
class-triphones for males. Non-tonal and tonal class-
triphone models are trained from the above databases. Each
model is left-to-right HMM with 6 states, 4 emitting
distributions and no state skipping, except SILENCE model
with 3 states, 1 emitting distributions.

l Language modeling: LM is a back-off trigram, trained from
the corpora consisting of newspapers and books based on a
lexicon with 40k words. The two parts are of nearly equal
sizes, totally 1 giga bytes. The final LM is compressed to
80Mb(45Mb trigram and 35Mb bigram) by setting the cut-
off gates of 8 for bigram and 10 for trigram.

AFFECT OF TRAINING DATABASES WITH

ACCENTS

To observe how the accent database affects the performance, we
first incrementally increase the size of the training database.
From Table 3, we can conclude: When appending the accent
speech training database into TR-863, character error rate raises
from 13.04% to 15.46% for T1, about 18.5% increment. But for
T2 and T4, character error reduction is 13.2% and 30.6%,
respectively. For T3, the increment of training database has very
little effect on it. So accent databases are useful to improve
robustness of acoustic modeling.

Table 1 Description to speech training databases
Database TR-863 TR-accent
Male Speaker 116 300
Utterances 500 s/p, 100h 350 s/p, 300h
Recording
condition

16k,16bits,CDK613,Kara
ok microphone

22.05k,16bits,HMD
410-6,headphone

Others Well controlled stand
mandarin

Airflow saturation with
accent

Note: s/p means the number of sentences uttered by each person

Table 2 Description to test benchmark
benchmark T1 T2 T3 T4
Male Speaker 6 10 5 8
Utterance(s/p) 40 60 120 60
Scripts From 93

People’s
Daily

From
internet
news

From
Internet
news, 4
domains

Phoneticall
y oriented
design

Recording
condition

Well
controlled
standard
mandarin
high quality

Some
control
with
some
accents

No
control
with
some
accents

Moderate
control
with
accents

Note: for T4, 8 speakers are from Beijing, Shanghai, Wuhan and Chengdu
respectively.

Table 3 Performance comparison when increasing the size of
speech training database

TR-8633

CER(%)
TR-863+TR-

accent-bj
CER(%)4

TR-863+TR-accent-
(bj,sh,wh,cd)

CER(%)4

T1 13.04 13.36 15.46
T2 30.77 28.92 26.71
T3 37.21 37.51 37.44
T4 65.36 50.77 45.34

EXTRACT ROBUST FEATURE
Since there is much difference in the speech training and test
benchmark databases, cepstrum means normalized (CMN) is
used to lessen the affect of the different recording environments.
Table 4 Comparison between no CMN and CMN4

No CMN
CER(%)

CMN
CER(%)

Rel. of
CER(%)

T1 13.36 12.63 5.46
T2 28.92 24.95 13.72
T3 37.51 32.39 13.65
T4 50.37 48.96 1.41

Table 4 gives the comparison between no CMN and CMN. In
the experiment, HMMs are trained from TR-863 and TR-
accent-bj. CMN contributes to 8.56% average character error

                                                
3 5342 class-triphones, 3063 emitting distributions mixed by 16
4 4734 class-triphones, 2581 emitting distributions mixed by 16



reduction for T1, T2, T3 and T4. These experiments illustrate
CMN is an efficient method to handle training databases with
various qualities.

TONAL AND NON-TONAL CLASS-TRIPHONES

Table 5 and Table 6 give the performance comparison between
tonal and non-tonal class-triphones trained from TR-863, and
TR-863 plus TR-accent-(bj,sh,cd,wh), respectively. From these
results, the maximal character error reduction 20.93% is
obtained for T1. When accent training database is used, CERs
for T2, T3 and T4 are all reduced. But character error reduction
for T4 is less than that for T1 and T2, it may be due to not
extracting pitch accurately.
Table 5 Performance comparison between tonal and non-tonal
triphones trained from TR-863

Non-tonal
CER(%)3

Tonal
CER(%)5

Rel. of
CER(%)

T1 13.04 10.31 20.93
T2 30.77 27.69 10.01
T3 37.21 37.14 0.18
T4 65.36 65.91 -0.84

Table 6 performance between tonal and non-tonal triphones
trained from TR-863 and TR-accent-(bj,sh,ccd,wh)

Non-tonal
CER(%)4

Tonal
CER(%)6

Rel. of
CER(%)

T1 14.66 13.45 8.25
T2 24.31 22.39 7.89
T3 32.13 32.56 -1.33
T4 44.62 42.74 4.21

ADAPTATION

Table 7 shows CER with different adaptation techniques. After
10-sentence MLLR adaptation, the average character error
reduction is 8.2% with the maximal reduction 13.56%.
Comparing with 240-sentence MAP with 23.37% average
character error reduction and 32.59% maximal error reduction,
240-sentence MLLR gives better performance with 27.00%
average error reduction and 46.40% maximal error reduction7.
Table 7 CER with MLLR and MAP

Baseline MLLR
(5)

MLLR
(10)

MAP
(240)

MLLR
(240)

M4 19.76 17.89 17.08 13.32 10.59
M5 29.38 28.20 26.36 22.34 22.28
M6 18.10 18.68 16.86 12.79 12.38
M7 45.23 43.40 42.90 37.71 36.83

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we give a detail about our new framework of
SinoHear. The experimental results show 1) decision tree based
class-triphones is a grown and effective technique; 2) class-
triphone based adaptation techniques can give better
performance; 3) the organization of the framework is high
efficiency with high speed; 4) Accent speech databases can
improve robustness of acoustic model, although its quality is

                                                
5 10801 tonal class-triphones,2591 emitting distributions mixed by 16
6 13307 tonal class-triphones,2733 emitting distributions mixed by 16
7 Each of M4, M5, M6 and M7 has 180 test sentences. Character error
reduction is relative to the performance of baseline. Acoustic modeling is
with 4734 class-triphones, 2581 emitting distributions mixed by 16

very different from TR-863; 5) pitch information is a
significantly discriminative feature and can lead to more
character error reduction.
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